In this paper, some of formulations of Hamilton-Jacobi equations for Hamiltonian system on Lie algebroids are given. Here we use the general properties of Lie algebroids to express and prove two geometric version of the HamiltonJacobi theorem for Hamiltonian system on Lie algebroids. Then this results are generalized and two types of time-dependent Hamilton-Jacobi theorem of Hamiltonian system on Lie algebroids are obtained.
Introduction
In 1820, Hamilton developed the principles of the Hamilton-Jacobi theory for issues in wave and geometric obtics. His intention was to put forward a complete theory for obtics as Lagrange dictated in the years before. His work on obtics was completed until the age of 22 and he present a comprehensive theory of particles and light-wave concepts. After that, Hamilton develop his work on mechanics. In his Second Essay on a General Method in Dynamics (1835), he has raised both Hamilton-Jacobi equation and Hamilton's canonical equations. Although the integration of partial differential equations is more difficult than solving arbitrary equations, the Hamilton-Jacobi theory was expressed to be useful tool for studying issues of obtics, mechanics and geometry. In many cases, the Hamilton-Jacobi equation provides a method for integrating the motion equations of the system, even when the Hamiltonian system does not respond or is not completely solvable. Therefore, the Hamilton-Jacobi theory has been very much considered and developed in recent years.
It is obvious that Hamilton-Jacobi theory from the variational point of view is originally developed by Jacobi in 1866, which state that the integral of Lagrangian of a system along the solution of its Euler-Lagrange equation satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi equation [3] . Abraham and Marsden described this issue geometrically as a theorem, see theorem 5.2.4 in [1] . This theorem describes solutions to Hamilton-Jacobi equation by finding particular integral curves of Hamiltonian vector field, which those integral curves are obtained, as possible, from integral curves of a vector field on smooth manifold Q. Hong Wang proved two types of geometric Hamilton-Jacobi theorem for a Hamiltonian system on the cotangent bundle for a smooth manifold, see [3] . In 2004, Manuel De Leon, Juan C.Marrero and Eduardo Martinez [2] , proved the Abraham and Marsden's theorem for Lie algebroids. Now, the problem is, how to generalize the Hamilton-Jacobi theory for Hamiltonian system on Lie algebroids. In other words, our work is devoted to prove two types of Hamilton-Jacobi theorem for Hamiltonian system on Lie algebroids by using the Manuel De Leon, Juan C.Marrero and Eduardo Martinez's theorem and Hong Wang's work. This paper is organized as follows. In next section we summarize some of the main concepts of Lie algebroids. In section 3 we present a very useful Lemma, which we use to prove our basic theorems, then we prove two types of geometric HamiltonJacobi theorem for Hamiltonian system on Lie algebroids and present two examples. In section 4 we generalize the above results to the non-autonomous case and obtain two types of Hamilton-Jacobi theorem for the time-dependent Hamiltonian system.
Some Basic Concepts and Definitions

Lie algebroids
Definition 1. A Lie algebroid over a manifold M is a vector bundle E of rank n over M equipped with a Lie algebra structure [ , ] on its space of sections and a bundle map ρ : E → T M called the anchor, which induces a Lie algebra homomorphism (also denoted ρ) from sections of E to vector fields on M. The identity
must be satisfied for every smooth function f on M.
The standard local coordinates on E have the form (x, λ) where the x i 's are coordinates on the base M and the λ i 's are linear coordinates on the fibres , associated with a basis X i of sections of the Lie algebroid. In terms of such coordinates, the bracket and anchor have expressions
, where the c k ij and a ij are structure functions lying is C ∞ (M).
Examples
The tangent bundle T Q on Q is the basic example of Lie algebroid over Q, τ Q : T Q −→ Q, with the identity mapping as anchor. Also any integrable subbundle of T Q is a Lie algebroid with the inclusion as anchor and the induced bracket. Therefore any Lie algebra g is a Lie algebroid over a point. More generally, if Q is a principal G-bundle over M = Q/G, π : Q −→ M, then T P/G is a vector bundle over M, τ Q|G : T Q/G −→ Q/G, whose sections are the Gequivariant vector fields (infinitesimal gauge transformations) on Q. These sections inherit the bracket from T P , and the derivative T P → T M of the projection from Q to M passes to a map from T P/G to T M which is the anchor of a Lie algebroid structure on T P/G, ρ([v q ]) = (T q π)(v q ) which we call the gauge algebroid of Q.
Another example comes from actions of Lie algebras on manifolds. If ϕ be an action of Lie algebra g on M, we denote the infinitesimal action of g on manifold M by
is projection over the first factor, with the anchor ρ(
In the bracket formula, we have identified sections of M × g with g-valued functions on M.
Hamiltonian dynamics on Lie algebroids
In this section, we review some basic facts about Lie algebroids, see [2] for more details. Let E be a Lie algebroid over a manifold M, and τ * : E * −→ M be a vector bundle projection of E * to M, where E * is dual bundle of E. Define the prolongation of E over E * as follows
T τ * E is a Lie algebroid of rank 2n over E * with the following Lie algebroid structure:
is called Liouville section of (T τ * E) * , and the canonical symplectic section Ω is defined by Ω = −dΘ Proposition 2. Ω is symplectic section of Lie algebroid T τ * E, that is dΩ = 0 and it is non-degenerate 2-section.
Proof. See [2] .
Suppose that (E, [, ] , ρ) be a Lie algebroid over manifold M, and γ be a section of E * . Consider the morphism (φ γ , γ) := ((Id, T γ • ρ), γ) between the vector bundles E and
3 Geometric Hamiltonian-Jacobi theorem of Hamiltonian system on Lie algebroids 
for all t
Definition 5. The section γ is called to be cocycle with respect to pr 1 :
Now, we prove the key lemma, which in fact is an extension of the results corresponding to Abraham and Marsden in [1] and the previous theorem.
* Ω(x, y) = −dγ(x, y), and for every v, w ∈ T τ * E, λ
* Ω(v, w) = −dγ(pr 1 (v), pr 1 (w)), since Ω is the canonical symplectic section of T τ * E.
(
Proof. (i)
Since Ω is canonical symplectic section of T τ * E, we know that there is a unique canonical one-section Θ such that Ω = −dΘ. We know that (φ γ , γ) * Θ = γ, then we obtain that
Note thatλ
(ii) For any v, w ∈ T τ * E, v −T λ.v is vertical, because
Where we have used relation pr 1 •(φ γ , γ)•pr 1 = pr 1 . Thus Ω(v−T λ.v, w−T λ.w) = 0, and hence
However the second term on the right hand is given by
where we have used the asseration (i). It follows that
So, the assertion (ii) holds. Now, for a given Hamiltonian system (E * , Ω, H) on E over M, by using the above Lemma, we can prove the following two types of geometric Hamilton-Jacobi theorem for Hamiltonian system. At first, we prove Type I of geometric Hamilton-Jacobi theorem for Hamiltonian system on Lie algebroids by using the fact that the section γ ∈ Γ(E * ) is cocycle with respect to pr 1 : T τ * E −→ E. 
Proof. Let v = ξ H • γ ∈ T τ * E and for any w ∈ T τ * E, pr 1 (w) = 0, from Lemma (ii) we have that
Because the section γ ∈ Γ(E * ) is cocycle with respect to pr 1 : T τ * E −→ E, then we have that dγ(pr 1 (ξ H • γ, pr 1 (w)) = 0, so
If γ satisfies the equation
But, since the symplectic section Ω is non-degenerate, the left side of (1) equals zero, only when Ω satisfies (φ γ , γ) • ξ γ H = ξ H • γ, thus the section γ ∈ Γ(E * ) is cocycle with respect to pr 1 : T τ * E −→ E, then γ must be a solution of Type I of Hamilton-Jacobi
In the following, we show that for every symplectic morphism ε : E * −→ E * , we can prove the following Type II of geometric Hamilton-Jacobi theorem for the Hamiltonian system on Lie algebroids. 
Theorem 8. For Hamilton system (E
Proof. Let v = ξ H • ε ∈ T τ * E and for any w ∈ T τ * E,T λ(w) = 0, from Lemma we have that
Because that ε : E * −→ E * is symplectic, ana so ξ H • ε = T ε • ξ H . From the reasoning above, we conclude that
Since the symplectic section Ω is non-degenerate, it follows that (φ γ , γ) 
Examples
For any symplectic map ε :
, ρ), τ q|G : T Q/G −→ Q/G, be gauge algebroid associated with the principle bundle π :
4 Time-dependent Hamilton-Jacobi theorem of Hamiltonian system on Lie algebroid
In the previous section we have introduced Type I and II of Hamilton-Jacobi theory for Hamiltonnian system (E * , H, Ω). In this section we want to obtain these two Types of theory when they are dependent on time. To achieve this goal, we need to introduce the extended-formalism. This formalism, provides away to deal with the space R × E * , introduced to deal with the timedependent Hamiltonians. The solution is carry the dynamics to (R × E) * . On R × E we consider coordinates given by the product of the global coordinates on R, t, and coordinate (x, λ) on E. Then (R × E) * can be endowed with natural coordinates t, e, x, µ, where e is the t-conjugated momentum. There is a natural map π : (R × E) * −→ R × E * given in local coordinates by π(t, e, x, µ) = (t, x, µ).
Suppose that (R × E, [, ], ρ Rt ) be a Lie algebroid over manifold R × M, where ρ Rt (a) = ρ R (t, a) := (t, ρ(a)) and γ Rt (x) = γ R (t, x) := (t, γ(x)), where γ ∈ Γ(E * ) and γ R ∈ Γ(R × E * ), be a section of E * . Consider the morphism (φ γ R t , γ Rt ) := ((Id, T γ Rt • ρ Rt ), γ Rt ) between the vector bundles E and T τ * E defined by (Id, T γ Rt • ρ Rt ), γ Rt )(a) = (a, (T x γ Rt )(ρ Rt (a)), for (a) ∈ E x and x ∈ M.
At first, by using the symbols described above, we express theorem 5 as timedependent as follows. 
